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CHANGE IS OPPORTUNITY

Luzerne Optical Laboratories LTD Honored as:
"LAB INNOVATOR OF 2010".

John Sailer

THE EVOLUTION of lens-processing equipment continues its influence, being responsible for the rise or fall of
individual companies as well as entire segments of the market. Those labs that have thrived are those that
have led the way (or at least followed the leaders) in investing in new technologies.
The transition from glass to plastic, the addition of anti-reflective lens treatments, and most
recently, the change from conventional to digital surfacing have all been responsible for the
success of many labs. The perfect example is Luzerne Optical Laboratories, Ltd., our Lab
Innovator of 2010. Navigating technological change so well, it continues to grow after
nearly four decades. In 1994, Luzerne invested more than one million dollars to install in-
house AR, and in 2009 it began producing free-form lenses, requiring an equally hefty
investment.

As with all maturing technologies, as they become more and more established, the cost
comes down, increasing availability for a larger segment of the market. Now, installing AR and free-form in-
house has become much more affordable.

However, this can be a double-edged sword. While it enables the smaller and medium-sized labs to compete
with the bigger labs, it also provides retailers the opportunity to compete with the wholesalers.

Our flagship publication, Vision Care Product News, covered two practices that have done just that Accurate
Optical (with six locations in Maryland and Delaware) installed the Gerber Coburn DTL200, and Acoma Opt
(with three locations in New Mexico) installed the Satisloh VFT Compact-pro.

So, on one hand, while the availability of less expensive equipment helps the smaller labs compete, it also
allows retail operations to surface their own lenses rather than getting them from their wholesale lab.

Whichever way it plays out, these changes, like so many others that this industry has experienced over the
years, can either mean success or failure, depending on how you react to it.

One of the industry’s most successful trailblazers, Jack Dougherty, founder of Luzerne Optical, said it best
when he said, “Over the years, I’ve heard it again and again that developments would be the end of the
independently owned lab. With every change, however, came opportunity.”

Here it is again, change...and the resulting opportunity that comes from it.

John Sailer is Senior Editor of Optical Lab Products and can be reached at js@visioncareproducts.com.
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